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Abstract
In clinical practice, targeted therapies are usually administered together with chemotherapeutics. However, little is known
whether conventional cytotoxic agents enhance the efficacy of targeted compounds, and whether a possible synergy
would be dictated by drug-sensitizing genetic alterations. To explore these issues, we leveraged the design of clinical
studies in humans to conduct a multi-arm trial in an ‘in-cell’ format. Using the MET oncogene as a model target and a
panel of genetically characterized cell lines as a reference population, we found that two different chemotherapeutic
regimens – cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil – exerted widespread cytotoxic activity that was not further enhanced by MET
inhibition with a monovalent anti-MET antibody. From a complementary perspective, targeted MET inhibition was
successful in a selected complement of cells harboring MET genomic lesions. In this latter setting, addition of
chemotherapy did not provide a therapeutic advantage. Mechanistically, chemotherapeutics did not influence the basal
activity of MET in cells with normal MET genomic status nor did they contribute to neutralize MET signals in cells with
MET amplification. These data suggest that tumors displaying MET aberrations achieve plateau responses by MET
monotherapy and do not receive further benefit by addition of cytotoxic treatments.
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1. Introduction
The advent of rationally targeted therapeutics has resulted in a new model of ‘cancer precision medicine’ whereby drug
treatment is matched to the presence or absence of defined molecular characteristics in the tumor of each patient
(Yauch and Settleman, 2012). This approach is fostered by accumulating genomic data – which steadily highlight new
potential druggable targets – and it is experimentally supported by preclinical platforms featuring extensive
multidimensional annotations, including vast collections of cancer cell lines and patient-derived xenografts (Barretina et
al., 2012, Bertotti et al., 2011, Garnett et al., 2012, Sharma et al., 2010 and Tentle et al., 2012). Notwithstanding the
impressive efficacy of some agents in genetically enriched subpopulations, and because of sensible cautionary issues
inherent in human experimentation, first-line targeted monotherapy in ‘target-positive’ patients remains daunting. In fact,
it is currently common practice to combine targeted therapies with a chemotherapy backbone, in order to guarantee a
‘one-fits-for-all’ basis likely to display some generic – but expected – activity. Inevitably, addition of chemotherapeutics
confounds the value of molecular lesions in predicting sensitivity or resistance to targeted drugs and precludes lucid
evaluation of whether response is attributable to selective blockade of the aberrant target, nonspecific cytotoxic activity
of the chemotherapeutic compound(s), or both. Accordingly, it remains to be established whether chemotherapy can
intensify the efficacy of targeted agents, or rational inactivation of the dominant oncoprotein in a genetically permissive
context suffices to reach a ‘point of no return’ beyond which chemotherapy becomes superfluous.
These open issues well apply to the case of the MET receptor tyrosine kinase. It is now established that, at least in
cellular and animal models, some cancer types rely on high-grade amplification of the MET oncogene – and the ensuing
hyper-activation of the encoded kinase – for their growth and survival, and this dependence results in drastic impairment
of cancer cell viability upon MET inactivation (‘oncogene addiction’: Bardelli et al., 2013, Bertotti et al., 2009, Comoglio et
al., 2008, McDermott et al., 2007 and Smolen et al., 2006). Such preclinical findings have been recently confirmed in
patients with MET-amplified esophago-gastric adenocarcinomas, who, albeit very rare (2%), have received clinical

benefit from therapy with MET small molecule inhibitors or antibodies ( Catenacci et al., 2011 and Lennerz et al., 2011).
MET mainly activates anti-apoptotic pathways. This suggests that tumors exhibiting constitutive MET signaling may be
intrinsically poorly sensitive to chemotherapeutics, due to the incessant operativity of MET-dependent survival signals,
and that MET inhibition may potentiate the effects of chemotherapy in MET-amplified tumors. However, this assumption
has not been challenged experimentally.
Cancers exhibiting MET amplification account for 2–4% of the overall population (COSMIC
database:http://www.sanger.ac.uk). In most solid tumors, MET displays normal gene copy number but its expression
(and activity) can be transcriptionally induced by cues present in the tumor reactive stroma – such as inflammatory
cytokines and pro-angiogenic factors – and by exogenous stress stimuli such hypoxia or ionizing radiations ( De Bacco
et al., 2011, Pennacchietti et al., 2003 and Trusolino et al., 2010). In this setting, MET upregulation provides pro-survival
and pro-invasive advantages that exacerbate the tumor malignant phenotype (‘oncogene expedience’: Comoglio et al.,
2008). At present, it is not known whether chemotherapeutics, similar to treatments such as radiotherapy ( De Bacco et
al., 2011), can induce MET overexpression. If this were the case, MET inhibition could sensitize cancer cells to
chemotherapy in a wide spectrum of tumors, even in contexts in which MET is not genetically amplified.Prompted by
these quandaries, we decided to conduct an ‘in-cell trial’ in which we comparatively assessed the effects of MET
inhibition alone, chemotherapy alone, and a combination of chemotherapy and MET-targeted therapy in a panel of
cancer cell lines featuring normal or amplified levels of MET.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Cell lines and reagents
A549 (lung adenocarcinoma); NCI-H1975, NCI-H23, NCI-H522, NCI-H460 and HCC-78 (non-small cell lung cancer);
NCI-H2452, NCI-H226 and NCI-H28 (mesothelioma); NCI-H441 and NCI-H820 (lung papillary adenocarcinoma); NCIH322M (bronchio-alveolar carcinoma); SW620, SW48 and DLD1 (colorectal adenocarcinoma); HT29 (rectosigmoid
colon adenocarcinoma); MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468 (breast adenocarcinoma); OVCAR8, OVCAR3, A2780 and
SKOV3, (ovarian adenocarcinoma); U-118 MG, SNB-75 and SF-268 (glioblastoma); CaKi (kidney carcinoma); HS746T
(gastric adenocarcinoma) cell lines were purchased from ATCC (Rockville, MD); EBC-1 (non-small cell lung cancer)
were acquired from HSRRB cell bank (Osaka, Japan); GTL16 (gastric adenocarcinoma) are a laboratory batch obtained
from limiting dilutions of MKN45 (Giordano et al., 1988). All cells were kept in culture for less than 8 weeks and used
between passage 2 and 20. Cells were grown in recommended media (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) supplemented with
50 units/mL penicillin (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 50 mg/mL streptomycin (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 2 mM
glutamine (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 2% or 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (Lonza Sales Ltd, Basel, Switzerland) as
indicated. Cells were maintained at 37 °C in 5% CO2 atmosphere. Cisplatin (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 5fluorouracil (Calbiochem, Merck Millipore, Darmstadt) and PHA-665752 (Tocris Cookson Ltd, Bristol UK) were
administered in 2% serum media and used at the indicated concentrations. MV-DN30 was kindly provided by Dr.
Petronzelli (Sigma Tau, Pomezia).
2.2. Immunoblots
Cells were lysed in EB buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.4; 1% TRITON X-100; 5 mM EDTA; 150 mM NaCl; 10% Glycerol;
50 mM NaF; 2 mM Na3VO4; 1 mM Phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride and a cocktail of protease inhibitors) protein
concentration was determined using a BCA Protein Assay kit (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, IL). Equal amount of
proteins were loaded on to SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to nitrocellulose membrane supports (Hybond C+;
Amersham, Buckinghamshire, UK). The membranes were decorated with the following antibodies: mouse monoclonal
anti MET DL-21 (Prat et al., 1991); goat polyclonal anti actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA); rabbit
polyclonal anti p44/42 MAPK (ERK1/2) (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA); rabbit polyclonal anti phospho
p44/42 MAPK (ERK1/2) (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA); rabbit polyclonal anti AKT (Cell Signaling
Technology, Danvers, MA, USA); rabbit polyclonal anti phospho AKT (Ser473) (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA,
USA); rabbit monoclonal anti phospho MET (Tyr1234/Y1235) (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA); mouse

monoclonal anti vinculin (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA). Anti mouse, anti rabbit, anti goat and protA peroxidase conjugated
secondary antibodies were from Amersham (Arlington Heights, VA). Signal detection was performed using ECL Western
Blotting Substrate (Promega Corporation, Madison, Wisconsin, USA).
2.3. Cell viability assay
Cell viability assays were performed in 96 well plates and low serum conditions (2%). Proliferation rates were assessed
using Cell Titre Glo Luminescence (Promega Corporation, Madison, Wisconsin, USA). All the experiments were
performed at least two times in triplicates or quadruplicates as indicated (Benvenuti et al., 2011).
2.4. RNA extraction and quantitative real time PCR (Q PCR)
Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Mini Kit (Quiagen, Gmbh, Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturer's
instructions. One microgram of RNA was retro-transcribed into cDNA using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse
Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) according to manufacturer's instructions. Q PCR was performed
using Taq Man Gene Expression Assays for HGF, MET, UBC and GUSB (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) with
TaqMan PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and ABI PRISM 7900HT sequence detection system
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). All samples were analyzed in triplicates.
2.5. Apoptosis assay
Treated cells were detached and incubated with FITC-conjugated Annexin V (BD Bioscience). DAPI (Roche Applied
Science) was used to identify dead cells. Samples were analyzed on CYAN flow cytometer (CyAn ADP, Beckman
Coulter Life Sciences, Brea, CA, USA) equipped with 488 nm, 405 nm and 642 nm solid state lasers. Data were
collected and processed using Summit 4.3 software (Beckman Coulter Life Sciences).
2.6. In vivo cell transplantation and therapy
All animal procedures were performed according to protocols approved by the Italian Ministry of Health and by the
internal Ethical Committee for Animal Experimentation. EBC-1 were injected subcutaneously (1.5 × 106 cells/mouse)
into the posterior flanks of 6-week-old immunodeficient nu−/− female mice (Charles River Laboratories, Lecco, Italy).
When tumors reached the size of approximately 50 mm3 mice were randomized and assigned to four arms (n = 6) and
treated three times per week for 2 months as follow: placebo, MV-DN30 (20 μg/mice), CDDP (24 μg/mice) or MV-DN30
plus CDDP (20 μg/mice and 24 μg/mice respectively). Tumors were measured with a calliper and tumors' volume was
calculated at the indicated days using the formula: 4/3π × (d/2)2 × (D/2), where d and D are the minor and the major
tumor axis respectively. The general physical status of mice was monitored constantly. At the end of the experiments
mice were euthanized and tumors extracted.
2.7. Statistical analysis
Experiments were performed in triplicates or quadruplicates as indicated. Standard deviation (SD) or standard error
mean (SEM) of each result was reported. All statistical analyses were performed using Excel software (Microsoft Office
2010).
3. Results
3.1. ‘In-cell trial’ design
Typically, preclinical analysis of anticancer compounds involves testing them on a small number of cancer cell lines that
may be inadequate to capture the genetic heterogeneity of tumors on a population scale. Moreover, to the best of our
knowledge, systematic comparative assessment of the activity of targeted drugs with or without standard
chemotherapeutics has not been attempted so far. We therefore decided to gauge the sensitivity of a panel of 28 cancer
cell lines, representing diverse tumor types (Supplementary Table 1) and expressing different levels of MET protein

(Supplementtary Figure 1), to four treatm
ment modalitiees: (i) individuaal blockade of the MET oncooprotein by the monovalentt
DN30 monocclonal antiboddy (MV-DN300), an engineeered antibodyy that binds to MET with hhigh affinity and
a promotess
receptor shedding and down-regulation (Pacchiana eet al., 2010); (ii) cisplatin (ccis-diammineddichloroplatinuum, CDDP), a
DNA cross-linking agent ( Loehrer annd Einhorn, 11984); (iii) 5-ffluorouracil (55FU) a thymiddylate synthaase inhibitor (
Palumbo et al., 2013); and
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mbination therrapy with MV
V-DN30 and either CDDPP or 5FU. MV-DN30
M
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administeredd at a fixed 1225 nM concenntration, a dossage that wass found to achhieve 50% groowth inhibitionn (IC50) in ann
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exhibitingg interleukin-33 independencce as a conseequence of M
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o cancer celll
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Figure 1.
N30 treatment on cancer ceell growth. (A) Waterfall plott showing thee effect of MV--DN30 on celll
Effect of anti MET MV-DN
wn in the preseence of MV-DN30 (125 nM))
growth in a ppanel of 28 human cancer-dderived cell lin es. Each cell line was grow
or placebo ass adherent cells. Cell growth was measurred 48 h after treatment staart and measu red by ATP ceellular contentt
(a proxy for cell numbers)). Growth ratees are expresssed as perceentage over placebo-treatedd cells. (B) Dose-responsee

curves perforrmed using inccreasing conccentrations of MV-DN30 (1.99–500 nM) onn MET addicteed cells: EBC-1, GTL16 andd
HS746T; andd on control cells:
c
A549 (eexpressing phhysiological leevels of MET)), CaKi (expreessing constittutively activee
receptor withhout it being amplificated
a
– not addicted)) and A2780 (not
( expressinng MET). Dataa are means ± SD of threee
independent experiments performed
p
in triplicates
t
(A) and quadrupliicated (B). Errror bars repressent standard deviations.

Figure 2.
DP and 5FU treatment
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Effect of CDD
Waterfall plotss showing thee
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DP (A) and 5F
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c
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3.2. Effects oof anti-MET moonotherapy
Consistent w
with the notion that targeted therapies aree efficacious only
o in geneticcally defined ttumor subsetss, the majorityy
of the cell lines tested were
w
largely reefractory to M
MV-DN30 monnotherapy, with relative seensitivity displayed only byy
GTL16, HS7446T and, to a higher extentt, EBC-1 (Figuure 1A). Notabbly, these threee responderss all harbor higgh-grade MET
T
gene amplificcation, furtherr attesting to inncreased METT gene copy number
n
as a molecular preedictor of senssitivity to MET
T
inhibition ( Beertotti et al., 2009, McDermott et al., 20077 and Smolen et al., 2006).
Responsivenness to MV-D
DN30 was more
m
preciselyy evaluated in dose-respoonse assays with increassing antibodyy
concentrationns (1.9–500 nM)
n using MET
T-amplified ceell lines (EBC--1, GTL16 andd HS746T) ass well cell linees with normall
MET gene coopy number: A549
A
(expresssing normal levvel of MET), CaKi
C (overexpressing MET, without gene amplification))
and A2780 ((not expressing MET). In all MET-ampplified cell linees, MV-DN30 reduced viabbility in a dose-dependentt
manner and to various deggrees, with EB
BC-1 being thee most sensitive to MET inaactivation ( Figgure 1B). At variance,
v
cellss
without MET amplification were complettely resistant tto MV-DN30, even
e
at high antibody
a
conceentrations ( Figure 1B).
3.3. Effects oof standard chemotherapy alone
a
and in coombination with MET inhibittion
Different from
m targeted ME
ET blockade, and
a in line witth induction off pervasive cytotoxic effectss, response too either CDDP
P
or 5FU was more evenly distributed annd on averagee more pronoounced than thhat observed for MV-DN300, with overalll
cellular toxicity increasing as a functionn of dosage ( Figure 2A and B). We notee, anecdotallyy, that EBC-1 and HS746T
T
cells proved tto be particulaarly sensitive to
t MET inhibittion, but were substantially refractory to eeither CDDP or
o 5FU (Figuree
1 and Figuree 2A, B). EBC-1 cells also scored
s
as ‘besst responderss’ in a large-sccale monotherrapy screening with a MET
T
small molecuule inhibitor (M
McDermott et al.,
a 2007). It iss tempting to speculate
s
thatt ‘MET addictiion’ in EBC-1 cells sustainss
constitutive ssurvival pathw
ways that mayy limit responnsiveness to standard
s
cytootoxic agents, an assumption that couldd
have therapeeutic relevancee in patients with
w tumors exxhibiting intensse MET ampliffication.
For combinattorial treatmennts, we elected to use MV-D
DN30 together with the highher concentrattion of either CDDP
C
or 5FU
U
(10 μM). In aall lines, combination theraapy was not ssuperior to beest agent monnotherapy: ad dition of MV-DN30 did nott
sensitize cells without MET
T amplificationn to chemotheerapy ( Figure 2C and D); similarly, additioon of chemothherapy did nott
substantially improve respponse to MV-D
DN30 in MET--amplified cell lines, with noo effect in HSS746T and EB
BC-1 and onlyy
slight additivee activity in GTL16
G
( Figure 3A and B). This latter result was conffirmed using thhe small moleecule inhibitorr
PHA-6657522 as an alternaative way to haalt MET activitty ( Figure 3C and D).

Figure 3.
Effect of CDD
DP and 5FU treatment
t
on growth
g
of METT addicted cells. Effects of MV-DN30 (1225 nM), CDDP
P (10 μM) andd
5FU (10 μM) as single ageents or in combination (paneels A and B) and
a of PHA-6665752 (100 nM
M), CDDP (10 μM) and 5FU
U
(10 μM) as ssingle agents or
o in combinattion (panels C and D) on growth of HS7446T, GTL16 aand EBC-1 (M
MET addicted)..
Cell proliferaation rates weere determineed 48 h after treatment staart and measured by ATP cellular conteent. Data aree
means ± SD
D of three indeependent expeeriments perfoormed in tripliccates. Error baars represent standard devviations. *: P <
0.05 by Student's t test; n.ss.: statisticallyy not significannt.
N30 and chem
motherapy did not cooperatee in cells exprressing physioological levelss of MET is inn
The evidencee that MV-DN
contrast withh the observattion that otherr cytotoxic inssults, such as ionizing radiaation, are in fa
fact more detrrimental whenn
MET is inhibbited, indepenndent of MET
T genomic staatus ( De Baacco et al., 20011). Mechannistically, ionizzing radiationn
induces transcriptional uppregulation annd catalytic aactivation of MET;
M
increaseed MET activvity conveys anti-apoptoticc
d
inducedd by irradiatio n, and MET inhibition
i
curtails such signnals so that thhe efficacy off
signals that prevent cell death
radiotherapy is enhancedd. In cohereence with thee finding thaat MET inhibition did nott exacerbate response too
chemotherappy, time-coursse experimentts on A549 aand NCI-H441 revealed thaat treatment w
with CDDP orr 5FU did nott
produce signnificant changges in MET expression, booth at the mR
RNA and protein levels ( FFigure 4A andd B), or evenn
reduced METT protein leveels, as observed for NCI-H4441 treated with
w CDDP ( Figure
F
4A andd B). Since groowth arrest iss
usually accompanied by MET
M protein downregulatio
d
on ( Boccaccioo et al., 19944), this decreaased expression of MET iss
likely due too the more pronounced
p
cyytostatic activvity of CDDP compared with
w 5FU (seee Figure 2). As
A previouslyy
demonstratedd, MET expresssion was uprregulated by ioonizing radiation ( Figure 4B
B).

Figure 4.

Effect of CDDP and 5FU treatment on MET transcriiption. (A) Tim
me course expperiment asseessing MET mRNA
m
level inn
CI-H441 cells treated with CDDP
C
(10 μM)) or 5FU (10 μM)
μ in low serrum conditionss (2%). RNA was
w extractedd
A549 and NC
1, 6 or 24 h after treatmeent beginning and examinedd by Q PCR. Results weree normalized on UBC and GUSB housee
keeping genees. Graphs shhow the fold change
c
of treaated cells verrsus not treateed cells. Dataa are means ± SD of threee
independent experiments performed in triplicates. (B
B) Time courrse experimennt assessing M
MET protein expression inn
A549 and NC
CI-H441 cells treated with CDDP
C
(10 μM ) or 5FU (10 μM)
μ in low serrum conditionss (2%). Cells were lysed 1,,
8, 24 or 48 h after treatm
ment beginningg and proteinss were separaated on SDS PAGE gels (88%) as total extracts.
e
MET
T
protein level was checkedd probing the membranes
m
w
with anti MET antibody. Acttin was used aas control for equal proteinn
loading. – reepresent placeebo treated ceells. Irradiatedd cells (exposed to 10 Gy for
f 12 h) weree used as controls of MET
T
transcriptionaal upregulationn.
Lack of syneergy between MET inhibitioon and standaard chemotheerapy in MET-amplified cellls was also evident
e
at thee
signaling levvel: treatment with MV-DN330 effectively suppressed constitutive
c
MET
M autophossphorylation and abrogatedd
baseline phoosphorylation of
o distal transsducers such as Akt and MAPK.
M
However, this overaall signal neutralization wass
not further innfluenced by CDDP or 5FU ( Figure 5A
A). This sugggests that individual MET bblockade in MET-amplified
M
d
tumors elicitss maximal dow
wn-modulationn of downstreaam pathways that cannot be
b additively aaggravated byy conventionall
cytotoxics. B
Biologically, the rate of apooptosis induceed by anti-ME
ET monotherapy, as assesssed by annexxin-V staining,,
was only mooderately increeased by co-trreatment with CDDP or 5FU
U ( Figure 5B). (We note aagain, ‘en passsant’, that thee
apoptotic reesponse of ‘M
MET addictedd’ EBC-1 waas stronger following treatment with MV-DN30 thhan followingg
administration of chemothherapeutics; this
t is similarr to that obseerved in the initial screenn using viability assays ass
readouts).

Figure 5.
Analysis of M
MET signalingg and apoptosis rates in rresponse to MET
M inhibition alone or in combination with
w standardd
chemotherappy. (A) ECB-1 cells were treeated with MV
V-DN30 (125 nM)
n alone or inn combinationn with either CDDP
C
(10 μM))
or 5FU (10 μμM) for 48 h. Cellular extraacts were runn on SDS PAGE gels and analyzed by western blotting using antii
phospho ME
ET and then reprobed with anti MET antibodies. MET signalinng cascade w
was analysedd probing thee
membranes with anti phosspho MAPK and
a anti phosppho AKT antibbodies. Total MAPK and AKKT levels werre determinedd
reprobing thee same membbranes. Vincullin was used aas control for equal loadingg. (B) ECB-1 ccells were treaated with MV-DN30 (125 nnM) alone or in
i combination with either CDDP (10 μM
M) or 5FU (100 μM) and apooptosis determ
mined by flow
w
cytometry annalysis of Annexin V versuss DAPI followiing 48 h of treeatment. Dataa are means ± SD of threee independentt
experiments.. Error bars represent standdard deviationss. *: P < 0.05 by Student's t test.
Finally, we transferred thee ‘in-cell trial’ to an in vivoo xenograft seetting. Immunnocompromiseed mice were injected withh
EBC-1 cells and, after 15 days, random
mized into fourr treatment arm
ms: (i) placebo; (ii) MV-DN330 alone; (iii) CDDP alone;;
and (iv) MV-D
DN30 + CDDP
P. As expected, and consisttent with the in vitro data, CDDP
C
was pooorly effective, whereas MV-DN30 potenttly inhibited tuumor growth. Again
A
in accoordance with the
t in vitro exxperiments, m
monotherapy with
w MV-DN300
alone was ass effective as the combination with CDDP
P, reinforcing the notion thaat the inhibitoryy effect of ME
ET targeting inn
MET-amplifieed cells was maximal
m
and not
n further incrreased by conncomitant chemotherapy ( FFigure 6). Thee same resultss
were obtaineed using 5FU as
a chemotheraapeutic drug ( Supplementaary Figure 2).

Figure 6.
Effect of MV
V-DN30 and CDDP
C
as single agents andd in combinatiion on growthh of tumor xennografts. EBC
C-1 cells weree
injected subccutaneously onn the right flannks of immunoocompromisedd mice to induce the formatiion of experim
mental tumors..
When tumorss volume wass approximately 50 mm3 (155 days post-innjection) mice were random
mized into fourr arms (n = 6))
and treated aas follow: (i) pllacebo; (ii) MV
V-DN30 (20 μgg/mice); (iii) CDDP
C
(24 μg/m
mice) and (iv) MV-DN30 + CDDP
C
(20 andd
24 μg/mice rrespectively). Mice were treeated three tim
mes per weekk for two montths and tumorrs volume meeasured at thee
indicated dayys using a caalliper. Values represent thee mean tumoor volume of each
e
experimeental group and
a error barss
report standaard errors.
4. Discussioon
The first hint that targeted therapy in soolid cancers caan be more effective than chemotherapy
c
y – but only inn patients withh
tumors bearinng drug-sensitizing mutations – emergedd from studies in advanced non-small
n
cell lung cancer (NSCLC).
(
In a
randomized phase 3 trial comparing
c
thee EGFR smalll molecule inhhibitor gefitinibb versus a caarboplatin-pacllitaxel doublett

as first line treatment in advanced NSCLC, pre-planned sub-group analysis indicated that progression-free survival was
significantly longer for gefitinib than chemotherapy in patients with EGFR mutant tumors, and significantly longer for
chemotherapy than gefitinib in patients with EGFR wild-type tumors ( Mok et al., 2009). This and other findings
contributed to FDA approval of EGFR inhibitor monotherapy for the initial treatment of patients with EGFR mutationpositive metastatic NSCLC. In this vein, again in advanced NSCLC, single-agent inhibition of ALK by crizotinib has been
recently shown to be superior to standard chemotherapy in ALK-translocated cases ( Shaw et al., 2013).
The notion that targeted therapy can outperform standard cytotoxics in genetically defined patient subpopulations does
not imply that addition of chemotherapy is unproductive. At least in principle, one could argue that the effects of selective
target inhibition can be potentiated by less specific but potentially more aggressive pro-apoptotic insults, such as those
triggered by chemotherapeutics. Although empirical, this line of thinking has informed clinical practice, and combination
therapies with targeted drugs and conventional agents are now commonplace despite the risk of cumulative toxicity.
Examples of FDA-approved combinations include the anti-HER2 monoclonal antibody trastuzumab and the mitotic
inhibitor paclitaxel in the first-line treatment of HER2-amplified metastatic breast cancer ( Slamon et al., 2001);
trastuzumab and a cisplatin-5FU doublet in HER2-positive advanced gastric carcinoma ( Bang et al., 2010), and the antiEGFR antibody cetuximab and cisplatin-5FU in head and neck cancer ( Vermorken et al., 2008). Although most of such
combinations have received preclinical experimental validation in xenograft mouse models, their real impact in terms of
therapeutic synergy awaits confirmation.
MET inhibitors are currently being tested in several investigational trials, but none of them has been certified for clinical
use and conclusions about their efficacy remain immature (Gherardi et al., 2012). Schematically, studies with MET
inhibitors are structured according to two major designs. On one side, recruitment is limited to ‘target-positive’ cases –
for instance, patients with MET-amplified esophago-gastric adenocarcinoma or MET-mutant papillary renal carcinoma –
and treatment involves targeted monotherapy, usually in patients who have failed prior cycles of conventional
chemotherapy. On the other side, recruitment does not occur on a molecular basis and usually MET inhibitors are
administered together with standard cytotoxics; trials of this kind are ongoing in NSCLC, colorectal tumors, and triplenegative breast cancer.
Based on these premises we sought to dissect the relative contribution of anti-MET targeted therapy versus standard
chemotherapy to tumor growth inhibition and systematically coupled response annotation with the assessment of MET
genomic status. To do this we embraced a reductionist approach in cancer cell lines, while trying to accommodate the
informative merits of clinical trials. Hence, we selected a reference population – a panel of cancer cell lines of different
tumor origin and with different genomic makeups, including some with MET gene amplification – and designed a multiarm study in which each cancer cell line was comparatively challenged with anti-MET monotherapy, single-agent
chemotherapy, and combination therapy.
A first series of experiments demonstrated that chemotherapy was overall superior to specific MET blockade in cell lines
with normal activity (and genetically wild-type forms) of MET. This is not surprising, as lack of genetic lesions responsible
for target hyperactivity usually predicts lack of efficacy of targeted intervention. The unexpected finding is that
neutralization of MET, which commonly exerts cytoprotective activities in response to exogenous stress stimuli, did not
drastically potentiate the effects of chemotherapy. The reason for this inadequacy is intrinsic to the mode of action of
chemotherapeutic agents (at least those tested in this study). Both CDDP and 5FU did not induce transcriptional
upregulation of MET, which is one stereotyped mechanism whereby cancer cells adapt to adverse events, including
other cytotoxic therapeutic modalities such as ionizing radiation (De Bacco et al., 2011). The clinical relevance of this
observation is straightforward: patients with tumors that are routinely treated with radiotherapy are likely to benefit from
MET inhibition, irrespective of MET genetic status. At variance, MET inhibition is probably futile in patients with MET
wild-type tumors that receive standard chemotherapy. It cannot be excluded that, in the in vivo situation,
chemotherapeutics could activate MET signaling in spite of their inability to boost MET expression. Indeed, the
inflammatory phenotype that is commonly produced by standard chemotherapeutics might lead to increased local
bioavailability of the MET ligand HGF in the tumor reactive stroma, with consequent paracrine activation of MET and

emission of MET-driven pro-survival signals in cancer cells ( Bhowmick et al., 2004). Our ‘in-cell’ approach indirectly
tackled this issue by performing viability assays in the presence of serum, which contains HGF, recapitulates in part the
trophic composition of the tumor microenvironment, and sustains tonic activation of MET signaling. Our repeated
observation that MET inhibition does not dramatically influence the outcome of chemotherapy, even in a context of basal
MET activity, suggests that interception of MET activity is unlike to reinforce the effects of conventional cytotoxics also in
the clinical setting.
Another point of interest of this investigation is that impairment of tumor growth in MET-amplified cells appeared to be
saturated by MET inhibition, with no additional activity of chemotherapy. Again, this is somehow unexpected because
nullification of MET-regulated survival signals is supposed to exacerbate cell death in the presence of pro-apoptotic
stimuli. It is likely that blockade of the dominant oncoprotein in a context of oncogene addiction is so catastrophic that
any other insult becomes superfluous. Accordingly, MET obstruction resulted in massive abrogation of MET-dependent
downstream signals, with no further impact by addition of cytotoxic agents. When translated into the clinic, this finding
supports the use of anti-MET monotherapy in all cases in which a genetic basis for MET hyperactivity is evident, with
salient consequences as far as toxicity issues and economic sustainability are concerned.
Cancer cell line-based drug sensitivity screens are emerging as crucial tools to inform therapeutic decisions (Sharma et
al., 2010 and Trusolino and Bertotti, 2012). Their implementation is likely to become increasingly important as the pace
of discovery of new investigational compounds is increasing and the rationale for drug combinations receives continuous
support from mechanistic studies. Our work provides formal demonstration that MET targeted monotherapy is maximally
effective per se whenever tumors exhibit the relevant genetic lesion and is dispensable – even when combined with
chemotherapy – in genetically inappropriate contexts. These results add weight to the emerging paradigm that clinical
trials need to rely on tumor molecular characterization as a prerequisite for patient stratification and should progressively
dismiss post-hoc, evidence-based conclusions.
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Appendix A.. Supplementtary data
The followingg are the suppplementary datta related to thhis article:

Supplementtary Figure 1
MET expresssion levels in the
t panel of human cancer cell lines useed to conduct a multi-arm triial. Proteins were
w extractedd
from all cell llines listed in Supplementaary Table 1. TTotal extracts were
w separateed on SDS PAAGE gels andd MET proteinn
levels were cchecked by prrobing the meembranes withh anti MET anntibody. Actin was used as a control for equal proteinn
loading. The cell lines testted proved to express differrent amount of receptors. As expected, M
MET-addicted cells (GTL16,,
HS746T and EBC1) -whichh harbor high grade MET g ene amplification ¬expressed the highesst amount of MET
M protein. Itt
should be nooted that alsoo NCI-H441 displayed
d
highh levels of MET
M expressioon. However, these cells do
d not harborr
increased MET copy num
mber and, acccordingly, do nnot experiencce reduction of
o their viabilitty when treateed with MET-specific inhibbitors (McDerm
mott et al. Prooc Natl Acad S
Sci U S A 104, 19936-19941, 2007). NC
CI-H441 cells therefore aree
NOT MET-adddicted cells. Cells were lyysed and protteins separateed on SDS PA
AGE gels (7.55%) as total extracts.
e
MET
T
protein level was checked probing the membranes
m
witth anti

Cell line

Hystotype

NCI-H820
NCI-H441
NCI-H1975
NCI-H23
NCI-H522
HCC-78
EBC-1
NCI-H460
NCI-H322M
NCI-H226
NCI-H2452
NCI-H28
A549
MDA-MB-231
MDA-MB-468
A2780
OVCAR8
OVCAR3
SKOV3
HT29
SW620
SW48
DLD1
SF-268
U-118 MG
SNB-75
CaKi
HS746T
GTL16

Lung Papillary Adenocarcinoma
A
Lung Papillary Adenocarcinoma
A
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer
Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer
Bronchio-alveolar Carcinoma
Mesothelioma
Mesothelioma
Mesothelioma
Lung Adenocarrcinoma
Breast Adenoca
arcinoma
Breast Adenoca
arcinoma
Ovarian Adenocarcinoma
Ovarian Adenocarcinoma
Ovarian Adenocarcinoma
Ovarian Adenocarcinoma
Rectosigmoid Colon
C
Adenocarcin
noma
Colorectal Aden
nocarcinoma
Colorectal Aden
nocarcinoma
Colorectal Aden
nocarcinoma
Glioblastoma
Glioblastoma
Glioblastoma
Kidney Carcino
oma
Gastric Adenoccarcinoma
Gastric Adenoccarcinoma

Supplementtary table 1
Listed the huuman cancer-dderived cell lines representinng diverse tum
mor types used in the ‘in celll trial’.

D
Days after injectioon

Supplementtary Figure 2
Effect of MV
V-DN30 and 5FU
5 as singlee agents and in combinatioon on growth of tumor xennografts. EBC
C-1 cells weree
injected subccutaneously onn the right flannks of immunoocompromisedd mice to induce the formatiion of experim
mental tumors..
When tumorss volume wass approximateely 50 mm3 m
mice were randomized in foour arms (n=66) and treatedd as follow: (i))
placebo; (ii) MV-DN30 (220 μg/mice); (iii) 5FU (1550 μg/mice) and
a (iv) MV-DN30 + CDD
DP (20 and 150 μg/micee
respectively). Mice were treated
t
three times per weeek for two months and tum
mors volume measured at the indicatedd
days using a calliper. Vaalues represennt the mean tumor volumee of each experimental grroup and erroor bars reportt
standard erroors.
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